Name:_________________

Date:_________________

1st Grade Number Sense List 1 of 4
WhichWord? Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) I ate the ______ pizza by myself.

6) A ______ is a symbol for a number.

A. whole
B. more than
C. odd
D. one-half

2) I use the ______ sign when I am adding.

A. less than
B. digit
C. numeral
D. ones

7) Ten is two ______ eight.

A. odd
B. plus
C. numeral
D. even

3) We counted the ______ numbers 2, 4, 6, and 8.

A. less than
B. more than
C. plus
D. even

8) The 4 is in the ______ place in the number 14.

A. plus
B. place value
C. one-half
D. even

4) I ______ we will arrive in about an hour.

A. part
B. skip-counting
C. plus
D. ones

9) I counted the ______ numbers 1,3,5,7, and 9.

A. even
B. skip-counting
C. odd
D. estimate

5) The wheels are an important ______ of a bicycle!

A. less than
B. place value
C. odd
D. whole

10) I ate ______ of the pie so you can eat the other half.

A. ones
B. less than
C. part
D. digit

A. more than
B. numeral
C. one-half
D. digit
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11) In the number 264, the ______ in the tens place is a
six.
A. one-half
B. digit
C. more than
D. part

12) ______ will help me know the value of a digit.
A. plus
B. part
C. odd
D. place value

13) The number 20 is ______ 24.
A. one-half
B. part
C. less than
D. even

14) 10-20-30-40 is ______ by tens.
A. place value
B. skip-counting
C. whole
D. odd
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